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QUESTION 1

A company\\'s security policy requires that all connections between sites be encrypted in a manner that does not require
maintenance of permanent tunnels. The sites are connected through a private MPLS-based service that uses a
dynamically changing key and spoke-to-spoke communication. Which type of transport encryption must be used in this
environment? 

A. GETVPN 

B. DMVPN 

C. GRE VPN 

D. standard IPsec VPN 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

At which layer does Cisco Express Forwarding use adjacency tables to populate addressing information? 

A. Layer4 

B. Layer 2 

C. Layer 1 

D. Layer 3 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer requests a VPN solution to connect multiple sites with the company headquarters. All the sites use the
same IP subnet. The engineer plans to use VPLS. Which solutions must the engineer include in the design? 

A. 802.1Q connectivity on the LAN side of the CE 

B. route exchange with the service provider 

C. address translation to hide overlapping subnets 

D. different VLANs on each site 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 
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Drag and drop the elements from the left onto the YANG models where they and used on the right. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 5

An engineer is designing a BGP network for a large customer. To permit efficient scaling, the BGP domain is split into
clusters. Which peering solution should be used between the route reflectors in different clusters for the BGP routes to
be propagated appropriately? 

A. The route reflectors should be made dents of each other. 

B. The route reflectors should be nonclients with regards to each other. 

C. The route reflectors should not have any kind of BGP peering. 

D. The route reflectors should have peering through another nonclient router. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the purpose of an edge node in an SD-Access network fabric? 

A. Edge nodes identify and authenticate endpoints and register endpoint information with control plane nodes. 
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B. Edge nodes track endpoint IDs to location mappings, along with IPv4, IPv6, or MAC addresses. 

C. Edge nodes are the gateway between the fabric domain and network outside of the fabric. 

D. Edge nodes resolve lookup requests from edge and border nodes to locate destination endpoint IDs. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

An enterprise customer has these requirements: 

1.

 end-to-end QoS for the business-critical applications and VoIP services based on CoS marking. 

2.

 flexibility to offer services such as IPv6 and multicast without any reliance on the service provider. 

3.

 support for full-mesh connectivity at Layer 2. 

Which WAN connectivity option meets these requirements? 

A. VPWS 

B. MPLS VPN 

C. DMVPN 

D. VPLS 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

What are two benefits of designing an SD-WAN network fabric with direct Internet access implemented at every site?
(Choose two.) 

A. It decreases latency to applications hosted by public cloud service provider. 

B. It decreases latency on Internet circuits. 

C. It increases the speed of delivery of site deployments through zero-touch provisioning. 

D. It increases the total available bandwidth on Internet circuits. 

E. It alleviates network traffic on MPLS circuits. 

Correct Answer: AE 
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QUESTION 9

An infrastructure team is concerned about the shared memory utilization of a device, and for this reason, they need to
monitor the device state. Which solution limits impact on the device and provides the required data? 

A. IPFIX 

B. static telemetry 

C. on-change subscription 

D. periodic subscription 

Correct Answer: C 

There are two types of subscriptions: periodic and on-change. With periodic subscription, data is streamed out to the
destination at the configured interval. It continuously sends data for the lifetime of that subscription. With on-change,
data is published only when a change in the data occurs such as when an interface or OSPF neighbor goes down. 

https://developer.cisco.com/docs/ios-xe/#!streaming-telemetry-quick-start-guide/streaming-telemetry 

 

QUESTION 10

An engineer is tasked with designing a dual BGP peering solution with a service provider. The design must meet these
conditions: 

1.

 The routers will not learn any prefix with a subnet mask greater than /24. 

2.

 The routers will determine the routes to include in the routing table based on the length of the mask alone. 

3.

 The routers will make this selection regardless of the service provider configuration. 

Which solution should the engineer include in the design? 

A. Use a route map and access list to block the desired networks, and apply the route map to BGP neighbors inbound. 

B. Use a route map and prefix list to block the desired networks, and apply the route map to BGP neighbors outbound. 

C. Use an IP prefix list to block the desired networks and apply the IP prefix list to BGP neighbors outbound. 

D. Use an IP prefix list to block the desired networks and apply the IP prefix list to BGP neighbors inbound. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11
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Refer to the exhibit. 

An architect is developing a solution to consolidate networks while retaining device redundancy. The routing protocol for
the WAN routers must be open standard, ensure high availability, and provide the fastest convergence time. Which
solution must the design include? 

A. both routers running EIGRP 

B. one router running OSPFv2 and other OSPF v3 

C. one router running ISIS and other OSPF v3 

D. both routers running OSPFv2 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Refer to the exhibit. 
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The failover time of ISP-2 is significantly shorter than ISP-1 when an interface on the ISP router toward the campus
network fails. Which solution minimizes the downtime to the sub-second? 

A. Aggressive timers 

B. Next-hop address tracking 

C. Graceful-restart 

D. BFD 

Correct Answer: D 

BFD provides sub-second failure detection (https://howdoesinternetwork.com/2018/bfd), and next-hop tracking is
enabled in IOS by default (https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios/12_2sb/feature/guide/sbbnhop.html) and has a 5
second delay by default. So, I strongly believe it\\'s BFD 

 

QUESTION 13

Which OSPF area blocks LSA Type 3, 4 and 5, but allows a default summary route? 
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A. normal 

B. stub 

C. NSSA 

D. totally stubby 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

An architect is working on a design to connect a company\\'s main site to several small to medium- sized remote
branches. The solution must include redundant WAN links, but the customer has a limited budget and wants the ability
to increase the link speed easily in the future. QoS will not on the branch routers so there is no need for consistent end-
to-end QoS. Which solution does the architect propose? 

A. dual-homed WAN MPLS with single edge router 

B. dual-homed Internet with a single edge router running a site-to-site VPN topology 

C. dual-homed WAN MPLS and Internet links via dual edge routers 

D. dual-homed Internet with dual edge routers running a hub-and-spoke VPN topology 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which two techniques improve the application experience in a Cisco SD-WAN design? (Choose two.) 

A. utilizing forward error correction 

B. implementing a stateful application firewall 

C. implementing AMP 

D. utilizing quality of service 

E. implementing Cisco Umbrella 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/enterprise-networks/sd-wan/nb-06-cisco-sd-wan-
ebook-cte-en.pdf slide 33 
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